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*** VOTED #1 PLOTTING TOOL by WritesWithTools.com ***Say Good-Bye to Half-Finished
Drafts (Or Half-Finished Outlines!)Does this scenario ring a bell?When you started to write your
novel or screenplay, the words and ideas flowed freely.But then…they slowed to a trickle.What
happens next? How to take your characters from A to B?You didn’t know. You ran out of
steam.Net result: you wrote thousands of words that went nowhere. Your story notebook had to
be abandoned. *ouch*Happily, it doesn’t have to be this way.Imagine Your Writing Life Without
the Frustration of False StartsYou can avoid getting stranded in the middle of outlining a story
(plotters) or writing it (pantsers).Instead of getting stuck, you can keep your story moving.Instead
of watching weeks go by, with nothing being written, you can watch your word count grow in
leaps and bounds.Instead of panicking at the sight of the blank page, you can bask in the glow
of typing THE END.How?By doing some simple prep work in advance.This writing guide will
show you what to do, step by step.Here’s an overview of the path you’ll take to make writing fun
again…In Part I, You’ll Vet Your Story Idea…Not all ideas are worth the time it takes to marinate
on or outline them—let alone finish a draft based on them.That’s why you’ll develop your story
idea first, to make sure it has the 6 components that all compelling stories share.This way, you’ll
know it has enough:substance to sustain a full-length draftappeal to attract an audience to itIn
Part II, You’ll Build Your Story’s Structure…This is where you’ll shape your idea into a well-plotted
story, with structural markers to write toward.(Think of it like creating your own novel outline
template or script outline template.)Now, you won’t get stuck. You’ll know where you’re headed;
you’ll have purpose and direction when you write.Are you a pantser? Good news! There’s still
plenty of story left to discover.You can stay close to your characters and “pants away” between
each structural signpost—while knowing your story won’t end…well, in a dead end.Are you a
plotter? Then continue on…In Part III, You’ll Generate ALL the Plot Points in Your Story (Plotters
Only)…As a plotter, when you sit down to write, you want to know exactly what you’re going to
write about because this:makes writing less stressful for youhelps you maximize your writing
timeThat’s why, when plotting a story, you need to know what happens between each structural
turning point.That’s what you’ll figure out now. You’ll use a radical new outlining method to plot
out your entire story in as little as 2 hours.Psst: It incorporates a simple technique Stanford
researchers have concluded can make you 60% more creative (on average).After You Read This
Writing Guide, You’ll Never Look at Outlining a Novel or Screenplay Outlines the Same Way
AgainNo matter your writing style, you’ll know how to make outlining work for you.You’ll know
how to put together a story—without getting lost, without getting frustrated.Consequently, during
your writing sessions, the words will continue to flow freely. You’ll hammer them out on your
keyboard like you’re Thor. *grin*Are You Ready to Unleash the Power of Outlining…And Finish a
Draft Without Freaking Out?Scroll up, buy Sizzling Story Outlines now, and learn how to outline
a novel or screenplay today!“If you want a proven nuts-and-bolts method to get your stories told,
trust this guide.”~ Ron Drescher, screenwriter of THE INVENTORS, a ScreenCraft Quarterfinalist



In this fascinating ethnography, Bacigalupo (anthropology, SUNY Buffalo) draws on decades of
field research among the Mapuche, an Indigenous people in the Araucanian region of Chile. ―
Choice Published On: 2016-12-01...a well balanced and unique text. Readers interested in
religion, memory, indigeneity, or modern Latin America will find themselves pushed in new and
challenging directions. ― Reading Religion Published On: 2017-02-20[A] fascinating book on the
embodiments of Mapuche history, shamanism, and continuity in changing contexts…One of the
book's main strengths is the light it sheds on shamanism as active indigenous and gendered
politics, rejecting the notion of machi as ahistorical and apolitical. ― Journal of Latin American
and Caribbean Anthropology Published On: 2019-03-07By contextualizing her own multicultural
experiences within Mapuche reality, Bacigalupo opens a window into the life of a Mapuche
shaman and her people’s spirituality, history, and worldview. ― The Americas Published On:
2017-10-01It's not every ethnography that is so convincingly captivating—a book containing a
shamanic spirit that makes the reader fall in also. The kind of anthropological connection
Bacigalupo forged with Francisca Kolipi Kurin is rare and precious. We are fortunate to have a
book that enables us to briefly lay our hand along that charged cord and thrill to it, too. ―
American Ethnologist Published On: 2017-05-22Thunder Shaman includes both the narrative
and embodied dimensions of shamanism and is more personal as it weaves together the
experience of shaman Francisca and the author. Students, scholars, and all who read Thunder
Shaman will certainly be transformed as well. One cannot help but feel the power of Francisca
being transmitted through the image on the cover and the illustrations throughout the book. ―
Tipití Published On: 2017-05-01Thunder Shaman is an ambitious, engaging, multi-purposed
text…should be of great interest to scholars of indigenous social movements, shamanism, and
the Mapuche. ― Canadian Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Studies Published On:
2017-03-07ReviewBacigalupo's book is a tour-de-force in studies of shamanism, indigenous
historicity, and relations of indigenous peoples to colonial histories. -- Robin M. Wright,
University of Florida, and author of Mysteries of the Jaguar Shamans of the Northwest Ebook
LibraryAbout the Author<p>Ana Mariella Bacigalupo is a professor of anthropology at SUNY
Buffalo. She is the author of <em>Shamans of the Foye Tree: Gender, Power, and Healing
among Chilean Mapuche</em>.</p>Read more
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Praise for H. R. D’Costa“I just wanted to say thank you, H. R. D’Costa, for your amazing books
on writing. They are a very important part of my writing process. Plus, I recommend them often to
members of the Phoenix Screenwriters Association, especially when they need help with story
structure, stakes, or outlining.”~ JESSICA BROWN, screenwriter and Board Member of the
Phoenix Screenwriters Association (+ moderator of the Writers’ Insights Workshop and the
Writers Lounge)“I have been using H. R. D’Costa’s writing guides to rewrite some earlier
manuscripts. Her suggestions are just what I needed to improve key scenes. I value her insights
about story writing. Among the huge list of books about writing that I own, hers offer the most
practical help.”~ SUSAN W, novelist“H. R. D’Costa’s writing tips are concrete and practical. Yet,
they go deep—like the 90% of the iceberg that is below the surface.”~ LOUIS SCHLESINGER,
Winner of the Thomas Wolfe Fiction Prize (2021)“Of all the writing books out there, H. R.
D’Costa’s are among the best practical guides I’ve found for figuring out story structure.”~ PAUL
C, screenwriter“Seriously one of the most helpful craft books I’ve read! I’m an overnight fan of
this author.”~ Ebook Library REVIEWERSizzling Story OutlinesHow to Outline a Novel or
Screenplay, Always Know “What Happens Next” When Plotting a Story, and Finish a Draft
Without Freaking Out{ Iterative Outlining #1 }Kindle Edition, v 2.1.1H. R. D’CostaCopyright 2015,
2016, 2018 H. R. D’Costa. All rights reserved.Cover image is adapted from by Bert Cash, which
is licensed under CC BY 2.0.Storytelling, SimplifiedThis book is dedicated to my mom and
dad.Thank you for every meal you made me, every ride you gave me, and every lesson you
taught me.Most of all, thank you for supporting my dream to be a writer.IntroductionThe joy of it.
The thrill of it.The money, too.When writing’s going well, it can be immensely satisfying, not to
mention lucrative.When it’s going well, the words flow freely, and you hammer them out on your
keyboard like you’re Thor.But, all too often, this isn’t the case.In the beginning, sure. Enthralled
by your story idea, you generate tons of material. Your word count grows in leaps and bounds.
But the deeper you get into your screenplay or novel, the more difficult it becomes to write it.The
words no longer flow freely; they trickle out.Panicked, you stare at your computer screen,
wondering, What happens next?You have no clue.You’ve run out of steam.You’re stuck.After
several days of not writing anything at all, it dawns on you. You’ve wasted your precious time on
a project that’s doomed.With a sigh of resignation, you stash away your unfinished draft in a
storage box, where it joins a host of other false starts.’Course, you’re a writer. You get antsy if you
spend too long without writing.So you try again. This time, you’re luckier.Sort of.Although you
write yourself into a corner again, this time, you manage to write yourself out of it. You don’t
abandon your draft one-third of the way through.You finish it.Even so, you’re not terribly keen to
celebrate. To be ready to sell, this draft needs restructuring.Major, major restructuring.The
works.Scenes, chapters, the last third of your screenplay or novel—thousands of words have to
be scrapped—undoing hours, weeks, maybe even months of labor.When you take stock of your
progress, the picture isn’t pretty. Your output is dismal when compared to your investment of



time. While you’re certain the DMV would outscore you on efficiency, you’re uncertain whether
you’ll ever achieve your writing goals.At this rate, you’ll never be able to tell an agent you’ve got
five finished screenplays on hand—which would, hopefully, make you a more enticing prospect
to sign on.At this rate, you won’t be able to build up your backlist of novels—which should not
only multiply your sources of income but also expand your avenues to market them.Worse yet,
when you’re feeling really bleak, you question whether you’re even cut out for this writing gig,
after all.Don’t lose faith!The problem probably isn’t with you.The problem is with your
method.You haven’t found a way to beat back the beast of the blank page and be as productive
as you desire.Here’s one solution to your situation: outline your story before writing it.And by
outline, I don’t mean a list of indented items, each one prefaced by a Roman numeral. (When
have those been useful outside of school?)By outline, I mean a list of all your story events,
described in about a sentence apiece, and arranged (more or less) according to the order you
envision them unfolding in your screenplay or novel.With such an outline in hand, you won’t get
stranded. You’ll know where your story is headed; you won’t have to decide where to take it.You’ll
always know what happens next.Most likely, this prospect feels either comforting or confining to
you.If it’s comforting, you’re probably a “plotter,” a writer who already outlines your stories in
advance. You’re sold on the benefits of outlining. You’re well acquainted with its merits.You’re just
looking for a better, more effective way to outline than the way you’ve got. This book might have
what you need.If this prospect feels confining to you, you’re probably a “pantser,” a writer who
likes to write on the fly, by the seat of your pants, without an outline. But if you’re reading this
writing guide right now, your current method isn’t working anymore. It’s starting to stress you out.
It’s not going to support your business goals.Unlike plotters, you’re not looking for a new way to
outline. You’re looking for a new way, period. Again, this book might have what you need.When
you know where your story is headed, you’ll be able to write your rough draft with more
confidence. That’s a wonderful benefit, to be sure.Even better, it’s not the only one.With an
outline, you can easily identify thorny problem spots and gaping plot holes. Not like with a rough
draft, where you have to slug through 100+ pages (in a screenplay) or 350+ pages (in a novel) to
find them.You’re not looking for a needle in a haystack of words; you just have to comb through a
few sentences. Much easier.Much.That’s not all. Again, because you’re dealing with a smaller
volume of material, fixing problem spots and plot holes should require little to no time.If you were
working with a rough draft, you’d be looking at revising 500 words…5,000 words…and, in a
worst-case scenario, even 50,000 words (ouch!).Since you’re only working with an outline, you
just have to change a few words.Maybe 50 or so.This perk is invaluable. Once you become used
to it, you’ll probably become a hardcore outlining enthusiast.That’s the good news. Hold on to it,
because I’m about to say something that you don’t want to hear.To enjoy the full range of
benefits that outlining provides, you’ve got to outline your story more than once.Yep. You heard
me correctly.You’ve got to generate multiple outlines, through a three-stage process I call
iterative outlining.Within each stage, your story will undergo several iterations. And, with each
successive iteration, your story will improve. It will become stronger—and easier for you to write



and edit it.The stages look like this:Stage 1: Generate a Starter OutlineA starter outline is like a
starter home. You don’t want to invest too much into it. You just want to generate raw material as
quickly as you can, so you know what happens next in your story. This will boost your
confidence.Plus, with this raw material, you have something to shape and mold and improve
upon during stages 2 and 3.If it turns out that a plot point you’ve come up with doesn’t work,
you’ve generated something to work with, and that will lead you to something that does
work.Incidentally, this principle is at the foundation of iterative outlining, and we’ll come back to it
often.Stage 2: Articulate Your IntentHumans are odd. We might be the only animal species
whose behavior doesn’t always match our intentions. This tendency manifests itself in a variety
of ways.With respect to storytelling, your starter outline may not, upon close inspection, actually
tell the story you intended to tell.Surprise!For instance, while you intended your story to be a
drama, when you examine your starter outline, it’s turned into a comedy. Or, your story was
supposed to be about John, but instead, it follows John’s younger brother, Jimmy.Results like
these usually indicate one of two things: (1) you’ve come up with a new, perhaps superior, way
to tell your story, or (2) your original approach is fine, but it’s been occluded by irrelevant
material.Either way, you can’t leave your story the way it is, in a jumble. If you don’t take
corrective measures, your ambivalence will be reflected in the final product. Your confusion will
be transmitted to audiences. Instead of engaging with your story, they’ll be too busy trying to
figure out what it’s about.Thus, you have to sort out your intentions and commit to a unified
vision. That’s the focus of stage 2. During it, your starter outline will become progressively more
consistent, ultimately evolving into an intentional outline.Basically, you’ll act as your own
developmental editor or script consultant and iterate your way toward clarity—and a story with a
clear and cohesive identity.In some cases, to achieve clarity, you’ll have to outline your story
again (e.g. one time where John is clearly the hero; and another time, where Jimmy’s clearly the
hero). Then you can stack up your outlines side by side, compare them, and make a decision.
John should be the hero, not Jimmy.An inconvenient (and often overlooked) step, true. But it
pays off in the long run. If you don’t generate additional outlines, you’ll waffle.Should you stick to
John? Should you forsake him for Jimmy?Back and forth, back and forth, you’ll go. Investing a
little time now, up front, should help you avoid the mental strain of second-guessing yourself
later.Stage 3: Fix Problem SpotsThis is where you’ll assess your intentional outline and make
changes as needed. You’ll verify that your story is entertaining, and, at the same time, both
credible and emotionally compelling.This is where you’ll work on problem spots like these:The
plot is episodic, doesn’t escalate well, or is loaded with contrivance.Opportunities to heighten
audience emotion have been overlooked.Characters have been sacrificed for the sake of the
plot (or other reasons).The subplots detract, rather than contribute toward, the main plot.The
pacing is monotonous or sluggish (or perhaps, too frenetic).The cast is too large to keep
audiences involved in what’s happening.You’ve undermined your protagonist at the last
minute.As previously mentioned, having identified these problematic areas, you can fix them
quite easily. All you have to do is rearrange a few words or sentences.Snap! You’re done.Now



you have a working outline. This is what you’ll use during your writing sessions to speed through
your rough draft.Its name is inspired by the term working title, a temporary or provisional title
given to a project in development in order to identify it until an official title is selected.Like its
namesake, a working outline isn’t fixed in stone. You can deviate from it if you wish.If you do,
you’ll be able to instantly see how these deviations will ripple throughout your story—and what
changes you’ll have to make as a consequence. This invariably makes revising your story a lot
more manageable, and, in many cases, less time-consuming too.There you have it. The three
stages of iterative outlining. At first glance, this approach may seem rather unusual. But iterative
outlining is actually standard practice. See, it mirrors writing advice that you’ve probably
encountered before:say it (generate a starter outline)say what you mean (articulate your
intent)say it well (fix problem spots)All writing and revising follows this process in one way or
another. While iterative outlining may seem like a lot of work, in truth, it condenses the whole
ordeal. In the end, you more than make up for the time you invest up front.By systematically
progressing through each of the three stages, you’ll be able to finish your rough draft with
confidence and enviable efficiency. Not only that, your final product should be greatly improved
as well.But to get there, you need to complete stage 1 of iterative outlining.You need a starter
outline.To make sure we’re on the same page here, I want to emphasize that this writing guide,
Sizzling Story Outlines, is about stage 1 and stage 1 only. It doesn’t cover stages 2 and 3, which
involve intentional and working outlines, respectively. If you’re interested in stages 2 and 3, they
are explored in depth in the other two books in the Iterative Outlining series: Solid Story
Compass (stage 2) and Sparkling Story Drafts (stage 3).Even though we’re just covering stage 1
in Sizzling Story Outlines, you’ll still learn a lot. Take a look:Part I: How to Make Sure Your Story
Idea Isn’t a Waste of TimeWhen you get a seemingly great story idea, you probably like to “run
with it.” If you’re a plotter, you’re keen to dive into outlining. If you’re a pantser, you want to jump
into your rough draft.Here’s the thing: not all ideas are worth the time it takes to outline them, let
alone write a first draft based on them.No matter how you approach writing a screenplay or
novel, you should take a moment to develop your story idea first, so it has the six components all
compelling stories share.This way, you can maximize its potential, making sure it has enough
substance to sustain a full-length film or novel—and enough appeal to attract an audience to
read (or watch) it.Also, as a matter of practicality, this is the only way to generate an outline of
value, one you can get mileage out of. You can’t really plot your story in advance unless you first
have some understanding of what it’s about.Part II: How to Build Your Story StructureEven a
great idea can collapse if it doesn’t have solid structure to support it.Technically, structure
encompasses all of your scenes—and how you choose to arrange them. In this writing guide,
though, we’re working with a narrower definition, zooming onto an exclusive set of plot points.
These are the load-bearing scenes, the critical turning points within your story.When these are in
place, you won’t take forever to get your story “off the ground”; you won’t blow the good stuff too
soon; and you’ll bring everything together in a satisfying conclusion.In essence, when well
executed, story structure ensures your screenplay or novel will become progressively more



interesting as it goes along. You’ll have a solid framework to support your heart-wrenching
scenes or spine-tingling set pieces.In addition, because you’ve figured out these structural
signposts in advance, you won’t be traversing in the dark, where you don’t know what happens
next, for very long.You’ll always have a bearing to head toward, a destination just around the
corner.Hence, you’re unlikely to become so discouraged that you abandon your project
altogether—the tragic result that frequently arises when you write blindly from FADE IN or
Chapter 1.Actually, this is also why starter outlines can be described as sizzling outlines. Not
because they contain steamy love scenes or high-octane explosions (although they may).With
such an outline, when you sit down at your keyboard, you know you’re not going to get lost along
the way and abandon your rough draft in despair. You’ll be fired up to write! That’s why starter
outlines sizzle.Nevertheless, while beneficial, this isn’t enough—not if you’re a plotter. You need
to know what happens next all of the time, not just some of the time. I don’t have to convince you
to move on, to Part III.On the other hand, if you’re a pantser, you might be content to stop here.
This gives you a happy medium, the best of both worlds. Because you’ve already sorted out your
story structure, you won’t get stuck. You won’t run out of steam.At the same time, there is a lot of
your story left to discover. You can stay close to your characters and “pants away” between each
structural signpost. You can still enjoy a sense of freedom when you write, and yet be secure in
the knowledge that your story won’t end in…well, a dead end. But if you’d like to enhance your
efficiency, then I encourage you to continue on to…Part III: How to Outline Your Story with a
Method Backed by Scientific Research (Sort Of)Here, I’ll share with you a radical new outlining
method that will help you take your characters from one structural signpost to the next. With this
method, you’ll be able to plot out your entire story in as little as 2 hours.Even better, this method
incorporates a simple technique Stanford researchers have concluded can make you 60% more
creative (on average).Plus, I’ll show you five easy ways to make this outlining method even more
effective. (Number four is pretty intriguing, if I do say so myself.)Having implemented this radical
outlining method, you will have a complete starter outline, a full list of all the plot points in your
story. So, when you sit down to write, you won’t have to think about what happens next.You’ll
know.You can finish your rough draft without freaking out.Can you hear that?It’s the sound of you
hammering out words on your keyboard, like you’re Thor.Nice.Take It Easy—Step by StepWriting
a screenplay or novel is a daunting task. However, it becomes far more manageable if it’s broken
down into smaller action steps.This writing guide does that. Where appropriate, each chapter
ends with simple action steps that, together, form a practical, systematic way to map out your
story.Below is a sampling of what you will accomplish by following these steps:Your protagonist’s
goal will have the attributes necessary to prevent audience attention from drifting away.Although
completely different on the surface, Inception and Night at the Museum share a feature that
ensured audiences would be emotionally invested in these films; your story will share it,
too.You’ll make your story idea more ironic, and hence, more commercial.Using a simple
template, you’ll produce a one-sentence summary of your story. (This will help you write and
market it.)You’ll figure out your first-act break and inciting incident in 10 minutes (probably



less).You’ll crack the middle of your story (including the midpoint and the end of Act Two), so
that writing it will be less of a stress fest.You’ll take measures to prevent your screenplay or novel
from wimping out during the climax.You’ll have a list of all the plot points in your story, ultimately
enabling you to write a better story, faster (no fancy software required).Sounds good, right?But
before we continue, you should be aware of the following:(1) Unless otherwise indicated, the tips
in this book apply equally to screenplays and novels.Despite this, I primarily use film examples
to illustrate my points. That’s because movies are more universal.Chances are greater that
you’ve watched, rather than read, Mrs. Doubtfire. (Honestly, did you know the film was based on
a book? I didn’t learn that until recently!)On paper, the titles of films adapted from novels (or a
TV series) appear the same as novel (or TV) titles. Customarily, all are indicated via italics. But
since I mainly rely on film examples, unless otherwise noted, it’s safe to assume I’m referencing
the film version only.(2) There are a ton of examples in this writing guide…which means there
are some spoilers too.A few of these examples may’ve cropped up on my website,
scribemeetsworld.com, or in other writing guides I’ve authored.(3) I analyze stories using three-
act structure. You might not like using three-act structure. That’s cool. You can still benefit from
this writing guide.Where appropriate, just replace Act One with “the beginning,” Act Two with “the
middle,” and Act Three with “the end” of your story. This way, you’ll be able to make use of all the
practical advice in this book without any quibbling over structure.(4) As described earlier, stage
1 of iterative outlining consists of three parts. Each focuses on a different aspect of developing
your story. To facilitate your understanding, I use a different metaphor to explain each part.
Basically, this is a quick heads-up: the metaphors will change throughout this book!(5) As
previously mentioned, most chapters end with a set of action steps. For your convenience, a
master list with pared-down descriptions of each step can be found at the end of this book, in
chapter 20.Whether you’re a plotter or a pantser, I encourage you to follow all the action steps, in
sequence, at least once. Afterward, you can adapt this method to your taste, using what appeals
to you and discarding the rest.(6) Finally, for the sake of simplicity, I tend to stick to masculine
nouns and pronouns.Okay, that’s all.Are you ready to generate the starter outline that will boost
your confidence, and ultimately, reduce your revision time?Let’s go!HOW TO MAKE SURE
YOUR STORY IDEA ISN’T A WASTE OF TIME, A.K.A. POPPING THE STORY KERNEL- PART I
-Does this sound familiar?All of a sudden, as you’re driving to work, dropping off your kids at
school, or drifting off to sleep, a miracle occurs.Out of the blue, you’re struck by a burst of
inspiration. You discover an idea that appears rife with potential. It could yield an amazing
screenplay or novel.Naturally, when this happens, all you want to do is take this idea and run
with it, right?Completely understandable.With writing often compared to painful things—pulling
teeth, spilling blood, giving birth—no wonder you want to capitalize on the moment, and begin
the process when you’re filled with enthusiasm.While yielding to this inclination is
understandable, unfortunately, it can also be self-defeating.When you rush to outline a story or
write a rough draft, without thoroughly scrutinizing your idea, it’s possible that you could produce
a gripping tale that will enthrall audiences and solidify your writing career.Possible, but not



likely.More often than not, one of two things will happen. About a third of the way into your story,
you’ll hit a wall. You won’t finish it.Not because you lack talent or willpower, but because your
story idea is fundamentally flawed. It doesn’t have enough substance, or meat, to it; it can’t
support a full-length screenplay or novel.Alternatively, when you take your idea and run with it,
you may hit a few blocks, but not enough to derail you completely. You do produce a full-length
final draft.Trouble is, no one wants to read it.Again, your idea is fundamentally flawed. Even if
executed perfectly, it simply isn’t interesting enough to capture anyone’s attention.Either
outcome amounts to a lot of heartache—and wasted hours—for you.Happily, it’s very easy to
protect yourself from this anguish. All you need to do is resist the urge to run with your idea.
Instead, take a little time to develop it first.This is what I call popping the story kernel. Doing so
will help you assess whether your idea is worthwhile to pursue, so you don’t waste your time
writing thousands of words that go nowhere. For this reason, it’s a step you should take whether
or not you embrace iterative outlining (or, for that matter, whether you even engage in outlining at
all).As a practical issue (assuming you do embrace iterative outlining), popping the story kernel
is the only way to generate a starter outline of value, one you can actually get mileage out of. You
can’t really plot your story in advance unless you first have some understanding of what it’s
about.In practice, popping the story kernel entails teasing out six components that are shared by
all compelling stories, components that you want to have in place before you devote weeks,
months—perhaps a year or more—to your rough draft.Here they
are:protagonistgoalantagoniststakesgenrehookWe’ll explore each of these in the following
chapters. But before we begin, a quick disclaimer: you’ll notice that theme is missing from this
list.Don’t get me wrong. Theme is important and powerful. More than anything else, it’s
instrumental in giving your story the kind of longevity that lasts even beyond your lifetime. In fact,
as you’ll see in chapter 2, you may derive your protagonist and his goal from your story’s
theme.Even so, in order to assess whether your idea is compelling enough to first attract—and
then captivate a decent-sized audience—it’s not imperative to know the theme of your story
beforehand.With this disclaimer out of the way, let’s get poppin’!Getting Started via the Story
Kernel- chapter one -Before you can pop your story kernel, you’ve got to isolate it. To do that, it
helps to understand what it is. So let’s get back to basics.Typically, when you’re struck by a burst
of inspiration, a lot of bits and pieces come with it. I call these story seeds. They can be an
unusual circumstance, a character name or trait, a particular image, a killer action stunt, or
various lines of dialogue.Everything and anything.Of these seeds, one tends to encompass the
others. You sense its importance immediately. This is the story kernel. It usually involves one of
three things:an intriguing situation (a bomb is on a bus, and it will explode if the bus goes below
50 mph, as in Speed)a character with protagonist potential (a reclusive man is so obsessive-
compulsive, he uses a fresh bar of soap every time he washes his hands, as in As Good As It
Gets)a theme that you relate to (you want to explore what it means to be a winner, as in Little
Miss Sunshine)To build a full-fledged outline, you’ll expand upon this story kernel—and only the
story kernel.That’s it.The remaining story seeds should be set aside.Right now, you might be



recoiling at this suggestion. Ignore your awesome riff on Star Wars? The scene where the hero
spills his heart out to the heroine? The cool stunt with the decoy moving van?I can understand
your reluctance. It’s easy to become attached to story seeds because you associate them with
good times, when your ideas flowed effortlessly, when there wasn’t such a thing as a blank page
because you were furiously—joyously—filling it up with possibilities.Plus, since story seeds are
part and parcel of your original burst of inspiration, it seems almost wrong to omit them.But you
have to let go.See, as wonderful as that burst of inspiration is, it only gives you an inkling of what
your story is going to be like. You still don’t know what kind of story you’re trying to tell.Not yet,
not without further exploration.Even if you think you do, at this stage, you probably don’t. Over
the course of outlining your story, it’s going to change, grow, evolve. It’s not going to be quite the
same beast you originally conceived of. Consequently, your original story seeds may no longer
be right for your screenplay or novel.Just because they were there, at the beginning, when you
first launched your project, doesn’t automatically mean they should stay. They have to earn their
keep.If you give them automatic admittance, and try to shoehorn them into your outline as you’re
building it, you’ll wind up with an incoherent, uneven story that pleases no one.Once you’ve
finished your outline, however, it’s a different matter altogether. Enough time has passed for you
to gain some distance and overcome your initial attachment to your story seeds.You’ll have a
clearer understanding of what kind of story you want to tell, and you’ll be in a better position to
evaluate whether your story seeds should be incorporated into your draft, and how to
accomplish this without undue contrivance.When you conduct your assessment, you’ll probably
discover that you’ve already included a few story seeds in your outline because they came to
you, unbidden, during the development process (which, you’ll notice, is a lot different than
forcefully crowbarring them in).With other story seeds, you’ll realize that they don’t belong in
your story. At least, not directly. Their real value lies in a more indirect application: problem
solving.Oftentimes, when you’ve identified problem spots in your outline (especially in the third
act), returning to your story seeds will initiate a brainstorming session that will lead you to the
perfect solution.The basic takeaway here is this: the story seeds produced by your initial burst of
inspiration may not belong in your story at all. But in crunch times, re-examining them can lead
you to what does belong, which is why they’re a real lifesaver and worth holding on to.Actually,
this principle—of using old possibilities to generate new, more viable ones—is at the heart of
iterative outlining. It will crop up several times throughout this book!** Action Step(s) **(1) Isolate
your story kernel.When you’re struck by a burst of inspiration, jot down all of the ideas that
ensue. Isolate the story kernel—situation, character, or theme—and then put away your
remaining story seeds. Don’t refer to them again until you’ve finished your outline.If you’re
working from a preexisting (perhaps abandoned) project, first give yourself permission to start
fresh, with a clean slate. A simple step, but a critical one.Then, isolate the story kernel.
Depending on how much work you’ve already done, you might have all three types: situation,
character, and theme. That’s fine. Treat everything else as part of your “seed bank.”Shaping
Audience Experience via SMART Goals and the Protagonist- chapter two -All right, you have



your story kernel. Now it’s time to connect it to a clear, overarching goal.This is not a “sexy” task,
like creating character backstories or blocking out fight scenes.You may consider it grunt work,
especially if you’re dazzled by the cleverness, inventiveness, or resonance of your story kernel.
(The bus can’t go below 50 mph! My protagonist unwraps a new bar of soap every time he
washes his hands. Every time!)But you can’t get sidetracked by your story kernel. You can’t yield
to the temptation of taking your idea and running with it. As mundane as the task may feel, you
must first establish a goal for your protagonist. Why? Three reasons, mainly.First, the actions
your protagonist takes to achieve his goal will form the building blocks of your plot, and hence,
determine a significant portion of its structure. Without a clear protagonist goal, the plot and
structure of your story are unlikely to be sound. Your screenplay or novel will lack narrative drive,
which brings me to reason #2.When your protagonist pursues his goal with single-minded
intensity, audience attention is, likewise, likely to remain focused. Conversely, if your protagonist
pursues vague or multiple goals, audience attention is likely to dissipate…until it vanishes
altogether. Having lost interest, audiences will abandon your story and pick up another
screenplay or novel in their TBR pile.Finally, and perhaps most important, a well-chosen goal
gives audiences something to root for. You can’t say the same for a situation (as intriguing as it
seems), an aimless character (as interesting as he is), or theme (no matter how evocative). To
sum it up, in conjunction with stakes and likeability, your protagonist’s goal determines how
emotionally invested audiences are going to be.We’ll briefly discuss stakes later on, in chapter 4.
But for now, let’s keep our eyes on one particular prize: your protagonist’s goal.Not every goal
will produce the three benefits we just talked about. To ensure that yours has the potential to
yield such benefits, consider borrowing a technique from project management.Make your goal a
SMART one.Each letter of the acronym stands for an attribute which, having been established
beforehand, makes it more likely that an employee (or a team of them) will accomplish the goal
in the first place.If we adapt this technique for our purposes, a SMART goal for your protagonist
would be:S – Specific (it’s concrete, not amorphous or abstract)M – Measureable (it has a clear
indicator of success or failure)A – Actionable (even a brief description immediately conjures up a
few of the action steps needed to accomplish it)R – Realistic (it’s credible for your protagonist to
achieve it)T – Time-bound (it must be accomplished by a certain deadline)More details on
creating a SMART goal for your protagonist—as well as on creating the protagonist himself—
can be found in the next section!Reverse Engineering SMART GoalsWhew. That was a lot to
digest in a short period of time.If you’re feeling a bit lost, don’t worry. In this section, we’ll
examine how to reverse engineer a SMART goal from each type of story
kernel:situationcharacterthemePraise for H. R. D’Costa“I just wanted to say thank you, H. R.
D’Costa, for your amazing books on writing. They are a very important part of my writing
process. Plus, I recommend them often to members of the Phoenix Screenwriters Association,
especially when they need help with story structure, stakes, or outlining.”~ JESSICA BROWN,
screenwriter and Board Member of the Phoenix Screenwriters Association (+ moderator of the
Writers’ Insights Workshop and the Writers Lounge)“I have been using H. R. D’Costa’s writing



guides to rewrite some earlier manuscripts. Her suggestions are just what I needed to improve
key scenes. I value her insights about story writing. Among the huge list of books about writing
that I own, hers offer the most practical help.”~ SUSAN W, novelist“H. R. D’Costa’s writing tips
are concrete and practical. Yet, they go deep—like the 90% of the iceberg that is below the
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of the iceberg that is below the surface.”~ LOUIS SCHLESINGER, Winner of the Thomas Wolfe
Fiction Prize (2021)“Of all the writing books out there, H. R. D’Costa’s are among the best
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REVIEWERSizzling Story OutlinesHow to Outline a Novel or Screenplay, Always Know “What
Happens Next” When Plotting a Story, and Finish a Draft Without Freaking Out{ Iterative
Outlining #1 }Kindle Edition, v 2.1.1H. R. D’CostaCopyright 2015, 2016, 2018 H. R. D’Costa. All
rights reserved.Cover image is adapted from by Bert Cash, which is licensed under CC BY
2.0.Storytelling, SimplifiedSizzling Story OutlinesHow to Outline a Novel or Screenplay, Always
Know “What Happens Next” When Plotting a Story, and Finish a Draft Without Freaking
Out{ Iterative Outlining #1 }Kindle Edition, v 2.1.1H. R. D’CostaCopyright 2015, 2016, 2018 H. R.
D’Costa. All rights reserved.Cover image is adapted from by Bert Cash, which is licensed under
CC BY 2.0.This book is also available in paperback. To find the paperback edition, copy and
paste this ISBN into Ebook Library’s search box: 9798502799775.Storytelling, SimplifiedThis
book is dedicated to my mom and dad.Thank you for every meal you made me, every ride you
gave me, and every lesson you taught me.Most of all, thank you for supporting my dream to be a
writer.This book is dedicated to my mom and dad.Thank you for every meal you made me, every
ride you gave me, and every lesson you taught me.Most of all, thank you for supporting my
dream to be a writer.IntroductionThe joy of it. The thrill of it.The money, too.When writing’s going
well, it can be immensely satisfying, not to mention lucrative.When it’s going well, the words flow
freely, and you hammer them out on your keyboard like you’re Thor.But, all too often, this isn’t
the case.In the beginning, sure. Enthralled by your story idea, you generate tons of material. Your



word count grows in leaps and bounds. But the deeper you get into your screenplay or novel, the
more difficult it becomes to write it.The words no longer flow freely; they trickle out.Panicked, you
stare at your computer screen, wondering, What happens next?You have no clue.You’ve run out
of steam.You’re stuck.After several days of not writing anything at all, it dawns on you. You’ve
wasted your precious time on a project that’s doomed.With a sigh of resignation, you stash away
your unfinished draft in a storage box, where it joins a host of other false starts.’Course, you’re a
writer. You get antsy if you spend too long without writing.So you try again. This time, you’re
luckier.Sort of.Although you write yourself into a corner again, this time, you manage to write
yourself out of it. You don’t abandon your draft one-third of the way through.You finish it.Even so,
you’re not terribly keen to celebrate. To be ready to sell, this draft needs restructuring.Major,
major restructuring.The works.Scenes, chapters, the last third of your screenplay or novel—
thousands of words have to be scrapped—undoing hours, weeks, maybe even months of
labor.When you take stock of your progress, the picture isn’t pretty. Your output is dismal when
compared to your investment of time. While you’re certain the DMV would outscore you on
efficiency, you’re uncertain whether you’ll ever achieve your writing goals.At this rate, you’ll never
be able to tell an agent you’ve got five finished screenplays on hand—which would, hopefully,
make you a more enticing prospect to sign on.At this rate, you won’t be able to build up your
backlist of novels—which should not only multiply your sources of income but also expand your
avenues to market them.Worse yet, when you’re feeling really bleak, you question whether
you’re even cut out for this writing gig, after all.Don’t lose faith!The problem probably isn’t with
you.The problem is with your method.You haven’t found a way to beat back the beast of the
blank page and be as productive as you desire.Here’s one solution to your situation: outline your
story before writing it.And by outline, I don’t mean a list of indented items, each one prefaced by
a Roman numeral. (When have those been useful outside of school?)By outline, I mean a list of
all your story events, described in about a sentence apiece, and arranged (more or less)
according to the order you envision them unfolding in your screenplay or novel.With such an
outline in hand, you won’t get stranded. You’ll know where your story is headed; you won’t have
to decide where to take it.You’ll always know what happens next.Most likely, this prospect feels
either comforting or confining to you.If it’s comforting, you’re probably a “plotter,” a writer who
already outlines your stories in advance. You’re sold on the benefits of outlining. You’re well
acquainted with its merits.You’re just looking for a better, more effective way to outline than the
way you’ve got. This book might have what you need.If this prospect feels confining to you,
you’re probably a “pantser,” a writer who likes to write on the fly, by the seat of your pants, without
an outline. But if you’re reading this writing guide right now, your current method isn’t working
anymore. It’s starting to stress you out. It’s not going to support your business goals.Unlike
plotters, you’re not looking for a new way to outline. You’re looking for a new way, period. Again,
this book might have what you need.When you know where your story is headed, you’ll be able
to write your rough draft with more confidence. That’s a wonderful benefit, to be sure.Even
better, it’s not the only one.With an outline, you can easily identify thorny problem spots and



gaping plot holes. Not like with a rough draft, where you have to slug through 100+ pages (in a
screenplay) or 350+ pages (in a novel) to find them.You’re not looking for a needle in a haystack
of words; you just have to comb through a few sentences. Much easier.Much.That’s not all.
Again, because you’re dealing with a smaller volume of material, fixing problem spots and plot
holes should require little to no time.If you were working with a rough draft, you’d be looking at
revising 500 words…5,000 words…and, in a worst-case scenario, even 50,000 words
(ouch!).Since you’re only working with an outline, you just have to change a few words.Maybe 50
or so.This perk is invaluable. Once you become used to it, you’ll probably become a hardcore
outlining enthusiast.That’s the good news. Hold on to it, because I’m about to say something that
you don’t want to hear.To enjoy the full range of benefits that outlining provides, you’ve got to
outline your story more than once.Yep. You heard me correctly.You’ve got to generate multiple
outlines, through a three-stage process I call iterative outlining.Within each stage, your story will
undergo several iterations. And, with each successive iteration, your story will improve. It will
become stronger—and easier for you to write and edit it.The stages look like this:Stage 1:
Generate a Starter OutlineA starter outline is like a starter home. You don’t want to invest too
much into it. You just want to generate raw material as quickly as you can, so you know what
happens next in your story. This will boost your confidence.Plus, with this raw material, you have
something to shape and mold and improve upon during stages 2 and 3.If it turns out that a plot
point you’ve come up with doesn’t work, you’ve generated something to work with, and that will
lead you to something that does work.Incidentally, this principle is at the foundation of iterative
outlining, and we’ll come back to it often.Stage 2: Articulate Your IntentHumans are odd. We
might be the only animal species whose behavior doesn’t always match our intentions. This
tendency manifests itself in a variety of ways.With respect to storytelling, your starter outline may
not, upon close inspection, actually tell the story you intended to tell.Surprise!For instance, while
you intended your story to be a drama, when you examine your starter outline, it’s turned into a
comedy. Or, your story was supposed to be about John, but instead, it follows John’s younger
brother, Jimmy.Results like these usually indicate one of two things: (1) you’ve come up with a
new, perhaps superior, way to tell your story, or (2) your original approach is fine, but it’s been
occluded by irrelevant material.Either way, you can’t leave your story the way it is, in a jumble. If
you don’t take corrective measures, your ambivalence will be reflected in the final product. Your
confusion will be transmitted to audiences. Instead of engaging with your story, they’ll be too
busy trying to figure out what it’s about.Thus, you have to sort out your intentions and commit to
a unified vision. That’s the focus of stage 2. During it, your starter outline will become
progressively more consistent, ultimately evolving into an intentional outline.Basically, you’ll act
as your own developmental editor or script consultant and iterate your way toward clarity—and a
story with a clear and cohesive identity.In some cases, to achieve clarity, you’ll have to outline
your story again (e.g. one time where John is clearly the hero; and another time, where Jimmy’s
clearly the hero). Then you can stack up your outlines side by side, compare them, and make a
decision. John should be the hero, not Jimmy.An inconvenient (and often overlooked) step, true.



But it pays off in the long run. If you don’t generate additional outlines, you’ll waffle.Should you
stick to John? Should you forsake him for Jimmy?Back and forth, back and forth, you’ll go.
Investing a little time now, up front, should help you avoid the mental strain of second-guessing
yourself later.Stage 3: Fix Problem SpotsThis is where you’ll assess your intentional outline and
make changes as needed. You’ll verify that your story is entertaining, and, at the same time, both
credible and emotionally compelling.This is where you’ll work on problem spots like these:The
plot is episodic, doesn’t escalate well, or is loaded with contrivance.Opportunities to heighten
audience emotion have been overlooked.Characters have been sacrificed for the sake of the
plot (or other reasons).The subplots detract, rather than contribute toward, the main plot.The
pacing is monotonous or sluggish (or perhaps, too frenetic).The cast is too large to keep
audiences involved in what’s happening.You’ve undermined your protagonist at the last
minute.As previously mentioned, having identified these problematic areas, you can fix them
quite easily. All you have to do is rearrange a few words or sentences.Snap! You’re done.Now
you have a working outline. This is what you’ll use during your writing sessions to speed through
your rough draft.Its name is inspired by the term working title, a temporary or provisional title
given to a project in development in order to identify it until an official title is selected.Like its
namesake, a working outline isn’t fixed in stone. You can deviate from it if you wish.If you do,
you’ll be able to instantly see how these deviations will ripple throughout your story—and what
changes you’ll have to make as a consequence. This invariably makes revising your story a lot
more manageable, and, in many cases, less time-consuming too.There you have it. The three
stages of iterative outlining. At first glance, this approach may seem rather unusual. But iterative
outlining is actually standard practice. See, it mirrors writing advice that you’ve probably
encountered before:say it (generate a starter outline)say what you mean (articulate your
intent)say it well (fix problem spots)All writing and revising follows this process in one way or
another. While iterative outlining may seem like a lot of work, in truth, it condenses the whole
ordeal. In the end, you more than make up for the time you invest up front.By systematically
progressing through each of the three stages, you’ll be able to finish your rough draft with
confidence and enviable efficiency. Not only that, your final product should be greatly improved
as well.But to get there, you need to complete stage 1 of iterative outlining.You need a starter
outline.To make sure we’re on the same page here, I want to emphasize that this writing guide,
Sizzling Story Outlines, is about stage 1 and stage 1 only. It doesn’t cover stages 2 and 3, which
involve intentional and working outlines, respectively. If you’re interested in stages 2 and 3, they
are explored in depth in the other two books in the Iterative Outlining series: Solid Story
Compass (stage 2) and Sparkling Story Drafts (stage 3).Even though we’re just covering stage 1
in Sizzling Story Outlines, you’ll still learn a lot. Take a look:Part I: How to Make Sure Your Story
Idea Isn’t a Waste of TimeWhen you get a seemingly great story idea, you probably like to “run
with it.” If you’re a plotter, you’re keen to dive into outlining. If you’re a pantser, you want to jump
into your rough draft.Here’s the thing: not all ideas are worth the time it takes to outline them, let
alone write a first draft based on them.No matter how you approach writing a screenplay or



novel, you should take a moment to develop your story idea first, so it has the six components all
compelling stories share.This way, you can maximize its potential, making sure it has enough
substance to sustain a full-length film or novel—and enough appeal to attract an audience to
read (or watch) it.Also, as a matter of practicality, this is the only way to generate an outline of
value, one you can get mileage out of. You can’t really plot your story in advance unless you first
have some understanding of what it’s about.Part II: How to Build Your Story StructureEven a
great idea can collapse if it doesn’t have solid structure to support it.Technically, structure
encompasses all of your scenes—and how you choose to arrange them. In this writing guide,
though, we’re working with a narrower definition, zooming onto an exclusive set of plot points.
These are the load-bearing scenes, the critical turning points within your story.When these are in
place, you won’t take forever to get your story “off the ground”; you won’t blow the good stuff too
soon; and you’ll bring everything together in a satisfying conclusion.In essence, when well
executed, story structure ensures your screenplay or novel will become progressively more
interesting as it goes along. You’ll have a solid framework to support your heart-wrenching
scenes or spine-tingling set pieces.In addition, because you’ve figured out these structural
signposts in advance, you won’t be traversing in the dark, where you don’t know what happens
next, for very long.You’ll always have a bearing to head toward, a destination just around the
corner.Hence, you’re unlikely to become so discouraged that you abandon your project
altogether—the tragic result that frequently arises when you write blindly from FADE IN or
Chapter 1.Actually, this is also why starter outlines can be described as sizzling outlines. Not
because they contain steamy love scenes or high-octane explosions (although they may).With
such an outline, when you sit down at your keyboard, you know you’re not going to get lost along
the way and abandon your rough draft in despair. You’ll be fired up to write! That’s why starter
outlines sizzle.Nevertheless, while beneficial, this isn’t enough—not if you’re a plotter. You need
to know what happens next all of the time, not just some of the time. I don’t have to convince you
to move on, to Part III.On the other hand, if you’re a pantser, you might be content to stop here.
This gives you a happy medium, the best of both worlds. Because you’ve already sorted out your
story structure, you won’t get stuck. You won’t run out of steam.At the same time, there is a lot of
your story left to discover. You can stay close to your characters and “pants away” between each
structural signpost. You can still enjoy a sense of freedom when you write, and yet be secure in
the knowledge that your story won’t end in…well, a dead end. But if you’d like to enhance your
efficiency, then I encourage you to continue on to…Part III: How to Outline Your Story with a
Method Backed by Scientific Research (Sort Of)Here, I’ll share with you a radical new outlining
method that will help you take your characters from one structural signpost to the next. With this
method, you’ll be able to plot out your entire story in as little as 2 hours.Even better, this method
incorporates a simple technique Stanford researchers have concluded can make you 60% more
creative (on average).Plus, I’ll show you five easy ways to make this outlining method even more
effective. (Number four is pretty intriguing, if I do say so myself.)Having implemented this radical
outlining method, you will have a complete starter outline, a full list of all the plot points in your



story. So, when you sit down to write, you won’t have to think about what happens next.You’ll
know.You can finish your rough draft without freaking out.Can you hear that?It’s the sound of you
hammering out words on your keyboard, like you’re Thor.Nice.Take It Easy—Step by StepWriting
a screenplay or novel is a daunting task. However, it becomes far more manageable if it’s broken
down into smaller action steps.This writing guide does that. Where appropriate, each chapter
ends with simple action steps that, together, form a practical, systematic way to map out your
story.Below is a sampling of what you will accomplish by following these steps:Your protagonist’s
goal will have the attributes necessary to prevent audience attention from drifting away.Although
completely different on the surface, Inception and Night at the Museum share a feature that
ensured audiences would be emotionally invested in these films; your story will share it,
too.You’ll make your story idea more ironic, and hence, more commercial.Using a simple
template, you’ll produce a one-sentence summary of your story. (This will help you write and
market it.)You’ll figure out your first-act break and inciting incident in 10 minutes (probably
less).You’ll crack the middle of your story (including the midpoint and the end of Act Two), so
that writing it will be less of a stress fest.You’ll take measures to prevent your screenplay or novel
from wimping out during the climax.You’ll have a list of all the plot points in your story, ultimately
enabling you to write a better story, faster (no fancy software required).Sounds good, right?But
before we continue, you should be aware of the following:(1) Unless otherwise indicated, the tips
in this book apply equally to screenplays and novels.Despite this, I primarily use film examples
to illustrate my points. That’s because movies are more universal.Chances are greater that
you’ve watched, rather than read, Mrs. Doubtfire. (Honestly, did you know the film was based on
a book? I didn’t learn that until recently!)On paper, the titles of films adapted from novels (or a
TV series) appear the same as novel (or TV) titles. Customarily, all are indicated via italics. But
since I mainly rely on film examples, unless otherwise noted, it’s safe to assume I’m referencing
the film version only.(2) There are a ton of examples in this writing guide…which means there
are some spoilers too.A few of these examples may’ve cropped up on my website,
scribemeetsworld.com, or in other writing guides I’ve authored.(3) I analyze stories using three-
act structure. You might not like using three-act structure. That’s cool. You can still benefit from
this writing guide.Where appropriate, just replace Act One with “the beginning,” Act Two with “the
middle,” and Act Three with “the end” of your story. This way, you’ll be able to make use of all the
practical advice in this book without any quibbling over structure.(4) As described earlier, stage
1 of iterative outlining consists of three parts. Each focuses on a different aspect of developing
your story. To facilitate your understanding, I use a different metaphor to explain each part.
Basically, this is a quick heads-up: the metaphors will change throughout this book!(5) As
previously mentioned, most chapters end with a set of action steps. For your convenience, a
master list with pared-down descriptions of each step can be found at the end of this book, in
chapter 20.Whether you’re a plotter or a pantser, I encourage you to follow all the action steps, in
sequence, at least once. Afterward, you can adapt this method to your taste, using what appeals
to you and discarding the rest.(6) Finally, for the sake of simplicity, I tend to stick to masculine



nouns and pronouns.Okay, that’s all.Are you ready to generate the starter outline that will boost
your confidence, and ultimately, reduce your revision time?Let’s go!IntroductionThe joy of it. The
thrill of it.The money, too.When writing’s going well, it can be immensely satisfying, not to
mention lucrative.When it’s going well, the words flow freely, and you hammer them out on your
keyboard like you’re Thor.But, all too often, this isn’t the case.In the beginning, sure. Enthralled
by your story idea, you generate tons of material. Your word count grows in leaps and bounds.
But the deeper you get into your screenplay or novel, the more difficult it becomes to write it.The
words no longer flow freely; they trickle out.Panicked, you stare at your computer screen,
wondering, What happens next?You have no clue.You’ve run out of steam.You’re stuck.After
several days of not writing anything at all, it dawns on you. You’ve wasted your precious time on
a project that’s doomed.With a sigh of resignation, you stash away your unfinished draft in a
storage box, where it joins a host of other false starts.’Course, you’re a writer. You get antsy if you
spend too long without writing.So you try again. This time, you’re luckier.Sort of.Although you
write yourself into a corner again, this time, you manage to write yourself out of it. You don’t
abandon your draft one-third of the way through.You finish it.Even so, you’re not terribly keen to
celebrate. To be ready to sell, this draft needs restructuring.Major, major restructuring.The
works.Scenes, chapters, the last third of your screenplay or novel—thousands of words have to
be scrapped—undoing hours, weeks, maybe even months of labor.When you take stock of your
progress, the picture isn’t pretty. Your output is dismal when compared to your investment of
time. While you’re certain the DMV would outscore you on efficiency, you’re uncertain whether
you’ll ever achieve your writing goals.At this rate, you’ll never be able to tell an agent you’ve got
five finished screenplays on hand—which would, hopefully, make you a more enticing prospect
to sign on.At this rate, you won’t be able to build up your backlist of novels—which should not
only multiply your sources of income but also expand your avenues to market them.Worse yet,
when you’re feeling really bleak, you question whether you’re even cut out for this writing gig,
after all.Don’t lose faith!The problem probably isn’t with you.The problem is with your
method.You haven’t found a way to beat back the beast of the blank page and be as productive
as you desire.Here’s one solution to your situation: outline your story before writing it.And by
outline, I don’t mean a list of indented items, each one prefaced by a Roman numeral. (When
have those been useful outside of school?)By outline, I mean a list of all your story events,
described in about a sentence apiece, and arranged (more or less) according to the order you
envision them unfolding in your screenplay or novel.With such an outline in hand, you won’t get
stranded. You’ll know where your story is headed; you won’t have to decide where to take it.You’ll
always know what happens next.Most likely, this prospect feels either comforting or confining to
you.If it’s comforting, you’re probably a “plotter,” a writer who already outlines your stories in
advance. You’re sold on the benefits of outlining. You’re well acquainted with its merits.You’re just
looking for a better, more effective way to outline than the way you’ve got. This book might have
what you need.If this prospect feels confining to you, you’re probably a “pantser,” a writer who
likes to write on the fly, by the seat of your pants, without an outline. But if you’re reading this



writing guide right now, your current method isn’t working anymore. It’s starting to stress you out.
It’s not going to support your business goals.Unlike plotters, you’re not looking for a new way to
outline. You’re looking for a new way, period. Again, this book might have what you need.When
you know where your story is headed, you’ll be able to write your rough draft with more
confidence. That’s a wonderful benefit, to be sure.Even better, it’s not the only one.With an
outline, you can easily identify thorny problem spots and gaping plot holes. Not like with a rough
draft, where you have to slug through 100+ pages (in a screenplay) or 350+ pages (in a novel) to
find them.You’re not looking for a needle in a haystack of words; you just have to comb through a
few sentences. Much easier.Much.That’s not all. Again, because you’re dealing with a smaller
volume of material, fixing problem spots and plot holes should require little to no time.If you were
working with a rough draft, you’d be looking at revising 500 words…5,000 words…and, in a
worst-case scenario, even 50,000 words (ouch!).Since you’re only working with an outline, you
just have to change a few words.Maybe 50 or so.This perk is invaluable. Once you become used
to it, you’ll probably become a hardcore outlining enthusiast.That’s the good news. Hold on to it,
because I’m about to say something that you don’t want to hear.To enjoy the full range of
benefits that outlining provides, you’ve got to outline your story more than once.Yep. You heard
me correctly.You’ve got to generate multiple outlines, through a three-stage process I call
iterative outlining.Within each stage, your story will undergo several iterations. And, with each
successive iteration, your story will improve. It will become stronger—and easier for you to write
and edit it.The stages look like this:Stage 1: Generate a Starter OutlineA starter outline is like a
starter home. You don’t want to invest too much into it. You just want to generate raw material as
quickly as you can, so you know what happens next in your story. This will boost your
confidence.Plus, with this raw material, you have something to shape and mold and improve
upon during stages 2 and 3.If it turns out that a plot point you’ve come up with doesn’t work,
you’ve generated something to work with, and that will lead you to something that does
work.Incidentally, this principle is at the foundation of iterative outlining, and we’ll come back to it
often.Stage 2: Articulate Your IntentHumans are odd. We might be the only animal species
whose behavior doesn’t always match our intentions. This tendency manifests itself in a variety
of ways.With respect to storytelling, your starter outline may not, upon close inspection, actually
tell the story you intended to tell.Surprise!For instance, while you intended your story to be a
drama, when you examine your starter outline, it’s turned into a comedy. Or, your story was
supposed to be about John, but instead, it follows John’s younger brother, Jimmy.Results like
these usually indicate one of two things: (1) you’ve come up with a new, perhaps superior, way
to tell your story, or (2) your original approach is fine, but it’s been occluded by irrelevant
material.Either way, you can’t leave your story the way it is, in a jumble. If you don’t take
corrective measures, your ambivalence will be reflected in the final product. Your confusion will
be transmitted to audiences. Instead of engaging with your story, they’ll be too busy trying to
figure out what it’s about.Thus, you have to sort out your intentions and commit to a unified
vision. That’s the focus of stage 2. During it, your starter outline will become progressively more



consistent, ultimately evolving into an intentional outline.Basically, you’ll act as your own
developmental editor or script consultant and iterate your way toward clarity—and a story with a
clear and cohesive identity.In some cases, to achieve clarity, you’ll have to outline your story
again (e.g. one time where John is clearly the hero; and another time, where Jimmy’s clearly the
hero). Then you can stack up your outlines side by side, compare them, and make a decision.
John should be the hero, not Jimmy.An inconvenient (and often overlooked) step, true. But it
pays off in the long run. If you don’t generate additional outlines, you’ll waffle.Should you stick to
John? Should you forsake him for Jimmy?Back and forth, back and forth, you’ll go. Investing a
little time now, up front, should help you avoid the mental strain of second-guessing yourself
later.Stage 3: Fix Problem SpotsThis is where you’ll assess your intentional outline and make
changes as needed. You’ll verify that your story is entertaining, and, at the same time, both
credible and emotionally compelling.This is where you’ll work on problem spots like these:The
plot is episodic, doesn’t escalate well, or is loaded with contrivance.Opportunities to heighten
audience emotion have been overlooked.Characters have been sacrificed for the sake of the
plot (or other reasons).The subplots detract, rather than contribute toward, the main plot.The
pacing is monotonous or sluggish (or perhaps, too frenetic).The cast is too large to keep
audiences involved in what’s happening.You’ve undermined your protagonist at the last
minute.As previously mentioned, having identified these problematic areas, you can fix them
quite easily. All you have to do is rearrange a few words or sentences.Snap! You’re done.Now
you have a working outline. This is what you’ll use during your writing sessions to speed through
your rough draft.Its name is inspired by the term working title, a temporary or provisional title
given to a project in development in order to identify it until an official title is selected.Like its
namesake, a working outline isn’t fixed in stone. You can deviate from it if you wish.If you do,
you’ll be able to instantly see how these deviations will ripple throughout your story—and what
changes you’ll have to make as a consequence. This invariably makes revising your story a lot
more manageable, and, in many cases, less time-consuming too.There you have it. The three
stages of iterative outlining. At first glance, this approach may seem rather unusual. But iterative
outlining is actually standard practice. See, it mirrors writing advice that you’ve probably
encountered before:say it (generate a starter outline)say what you mean (articulate your
intent)say it well (fix problem spots)All writing and revising follows this process in one way or
another. While iterative outlining may seem like a lot of work, in truth, it condenses the whole
ordeal. In the end, you more than make up for the time you invest up front.By systematically
progressing through each of the three stages, you’ll be able to finish your rough draft with
confidence and enviable efficiency. Not only that, your final product should be greatly improved
as well.But to get there, you need to complete stage 1 of iterative outlining.You need a starter
outline.To make sure we’re on the same page here, I want to emphasize that this writing guide,
Sizzling Story Outlines, is about stage 1 and stage 1 only. It doesn’t cover stages 2 and 3, which
involve intentional and working outlines, respectively. If you’re interested in stages 2 and 3, they
are explored in depth in the other two books in the Iterative Outlining series: Solid Story



Compass (stage 2) and Sparkling Story Drafts (stage 3).Even though we’re just covering stage 1
in Sizzling Story Outlines, you’ll still learn a lot. Take a look:Part I: How to Make Sure Your Story
Idea Isn’t a Waste of TimeWhen you get a seemingly great story idea, you probably like to “run
with it.” If you’re a plotter, you’re keen to dive into outlining. If you’re a pantser, you want to jump
into your rough draft.Here’s the thing: not all ideas are worth the time it takes to outline them, let
alone write a first draft based on them.No matter how you approach writing a screenplay or
novel, you should take a moment to develop your story idea first, so it has the six components all
compelling stories share.This way, you can maximize its potential, making sure it has enough
substance to sustain a full-length film or novel—and enough appeal to attract an audience to
read (or watch) it.Also, as a matter of practicality, this is the only way to generate an outline of
value, one you can get mileage out of. You can’t really plot your story in advance unless you first
have some understanding of what it’s about.Part II: How to Build Your Story StructureEven a
great idea can collapse if it doesn’t have solid structure to support it.Technically, structure
encompasses all of your scenes—and how you choose to arrange them. In this writing guide,
though, we’re working with a narrower definition, zooming onto an exclusive set of plot points.
These are the load-bearing scenes, the critical turning points within your story.When these are in
place, you won’t take forever to get your story “off the ground”; you won’t blow the good stuff too
soon; and you’ll bring everything together in a satisfying conclusion.In essence, when well
executed, story structure ensures your screenplay or novel will become progressively more
interesting as it goes along. You’ll have a solid framework to support your heart-wrenching
scenes or spine-tingling set pieces.In addition, because you’ve figured out these structural
signposts in advance, you won’t be traversing in the dark, where you don’t know what happens
next, for very long.You’ll always have a bearing to head toward, a destination just around the
corner.Hence, you’re unlikely to become so discouraged that you abandon your project
altogether—the tragic result that frequently arises when you write blindly from FADE IN or
Chapter 1.Actually, this is also why starter outlines can be described as sizzling outlines. Not
because they contain steamy love scenes or high-octane explosions (although they may).With
such an outline, when you sit down at your keyboard, you know you’re not going to get lost along
the way and abandon your rough draft in despair. You’ll be fired up to write! That’s why starter
outlines sizzle.Nevertheless, while beneficial, this isn’t enough—not if you’re a plotter. You need
to know what happens next all of the time, not just some of the time. I don’t have to convince you
to move on, to Part III.On the other hand, if you’re a pantser, you might be content to stop here.
This gives you a happy medium, the best of both worlds. Because you’ve already sorted out your
story structure, you won’t get stuck. You won’t run out of steam.At the same time, there is a lot of
your story left to discover. You can stay close to your characters and “pants away” between each
structural signpost. You can still enjoy a sense of freedom when you write, and yet be secure in
the knowledge that your story won’t end in…well, a dead end. But if you’d like to enhance your
efficiency, then I encourage you to continue on to…Part III: How to Outline Your Story with a
Method Backed by Scientific Research (Sort Of)Here, I’ll share with you a radical new outlining



method that will help you take your characters from one structural signpost to the next. With this
method, you’ll be able to plot out your entire story in as little as 2 hours.Even better, this method
incorporates a simple technique Stanford researchers have concluded can make you 60% more
creative (on average).Plus, I’ll show you five easy ways to make this outlining method even more
effective. (Number four is pretty intriguing, if I do say so myself.)Having implemented this radical
outlining method, you will have a complete starter outline, a full list of all the plot points in your
story. So, when you sit down to write, you won’t have to think about what happens next.You’ll
know.You can finish your rough draft without freaking out.Can you hear that?It’s the sound of you
hammering out words on your keyboard, like you’re Thor.Nice.Take It Easy—Step by StepWriting
a screenplay or novel is a daunting task. However, it becomes far more manageable if it’s broken
down into smaller action steps.This writing guide does that. Where appropriate, each chapter
ends with simple action steps that, together, form a practical, systematic way to map out your
story.Below is a sampling of what you will accomplish by following these steps:Your protagonist’s
goal will have the attributes necessary to prevent audience attention from drifting away.Although
completely different on the surface, Inception and Night at the Museum share a feature that
ensured audiences would be emotionally invested in these films; your story will share it,
too.You’ll make your story idea more ironic, and hence, more commercial.Using a simple
template, you’ll produce a one-sentence summary of your story. (This will help you write and
market it.)You’ll figure out your first-act break and inciting incident in 10 minutes (probably
less).You’ll crack the middle of your story (including the midpoint and the end of Act Two), so
that writing it will be less of a stress fest.You’ll take measures to prevent your screenplay or novel
from wimping out during the climax.You’ll have a list of all the plot points in your story, ultimately
enabling you to write a better story, faster (no fancy software required).Sounds good, right?But
before we continue, you should be aware of the following:(1) Unless otherwise indicated, the tips
in this book apply equally to screenplays and novels.Despite this, I primarily use film examples
to illustrate my points. That’s because movies are more universal.Chances are greater that
you’ve watched, rather than read, Mrs. Doubtfire. (Honestly, did you know the film was based on
a book? I didn’t learn that until recently!)On paper, the titles of films adapted from novels (or a
TV series) appear the same as novel (or TV) titles. Customarily, all are indicated via italics. But
since I mainly rely on film examples, unless otherwise noted, it’s safe to assume I’m referencing
the film version only.(2) There are a ton of examples in this writing guide…which means there
are some spoilers too.A few of these examples may’ve cropped up on my website,
scribemeetsworld.com, or in other writing guides I’ve authored.(3) I analyze stories using three-
act structure. You might not like using three-act structure. That’s cool. You can still benefit from
this writing guide.Where appropriate, just replace Act One with “the beginning,” Act Two with “the
middle,” and Act Three with “the end” of your story. This way, you’ll be able to make use of all the
practical advice in this book without any quibbling over structure.(4) As described earlier, stage
1 of iterative outlining consists of three parts. Each focuses on a different aspect of developing
your story. To facilitate your understanding, I use a different metaphor to explain each part.



Basically, this is a quick heads-up: the metaphors will change throughout this book!(5) As
previously mentioned, most chapters end with a set of action steps. For your convenience, a
master list with pared-down descriptions of each step can be found at the end of this book, in
chapter 20.Whether you’re a plotter or a pantser, I encourage you to follow all the action steps, in
sequence, at least once. Afterward, you can adapt this method to your taste, using what appeals
to you and discarding the rest.(6) Finally, for the sake of simplicity, I tend to stick to masculine
nouns and pronouns.Okay, that’s all.Are you ready to generate the starter outline that will boost
your confidence, and ultimately, reduce your revision time?Let’s go!HOW TO MAKE SURE
YOUR STORY IDEA ISN’T A WASTE OF TIME, A.K.A. POPPING THE STORY KERNEL- PART I
-Does this sound familiar?All of a sudden, as you’re driving to work, dropping off your kids at
school, or drifting off to sleep, a miracle occurs.Out of the blue, you’re struck by a burst of
inspiration. You discover an idea that appears rife with potential. It could yield an amazing
screenplay or novel.Naturally, when this happens, all you want to do is take this idea and run
with it, right?Completely understandable.With writing often compared to painful things—pulling
teeth, spilling blood, giving birth—no wonder you want to capitalize on the moment, and begin
the process when you’re filled with enthusiasm.While yielding to this inclination is
understandable, unfortunately, it can also be self-defeating.When you rush to outline a story or
write a rough draft, without thoroughly scrutinizing your idea, it’s possible that you could produce
a gripping tale that will enthrall audiences and solidify your writing career.Possible, but not
likely.More often than not, one of two things will happen. About a third of the way into your story,
you’ll hit a wall. You won’t finish it.Not because you lack talent or willpower, but because your
story idea is fundamentally flawed. It doesn’t have enough substance, or meat, to it; it can’t
support a full-length screenplay or novel.Alternatively, when you take your idea and run with it,
you may hit a few blocks, but not enough to derail you completely. You do produce a full-length
final draft.Trouble is, no one wants to read it.Again, your idea is fundamentally flawed. Even if
executed perfectly, it simply isn’t interesting enough to capture anyone’s attention.Either
outcome amounts to a lot of heartache—and wasted hours—for you.Happily, it’s very easy to
protect yourself from this anguish. All you need to do is resist the urge to run with your idea.
Instead, take a little time to develop it first.This is what I call popping the story kernel. Doing so
will help you assess whether your idea is worthwhile to pursue, so you don’t waste your time
writing thousands of words that go nowhere. For this reason, it’s a step you should take whether
or not you embrace iterative outlining (or, for that matter, whether you even engage in outlining at
all).As a practical issue (assuming you do embrace iterative outlining), popping the story kernel
is the only way to generate a starter outline of value, one you can actually get mileage out of. You
can’t really plot your story in advance unless you first have some understanding of what it’s
about.In practice, popping the story kernel entails teasing out six components that are shared by
all compelling stories, components that you want to have in place before you devote weeks,
months—perhaps a year or more—to your rough draft.Here they
are:protagonistgoalantagoniststakesgenrehookWe’ll explore each of these in the following



chapters. But before we begin, a quick disclaimer: you’ll notice that theme is missing from this
list.Don’t get me wrong. Theme is important and powerful. More than anything else, it’s
instrumental in giving your story the kind of longevity that lasts even beyond your lifetime. In fact,
as you’ll see in chapter 2, you may derive your protagonist and his goal from your story’s
theme.Even so, in order to assess whether your idea is compelling enough to first attract—and
then captivate a decent-sized audience—it’s not imperative to know the theme of your story
beforehand.With this disclaimer out of the way, let’s get poppin’!HOW TO MAKE SURE YOUR
STORY IDEA ISN’T A WASTE OF TIME, A.K.A. POPPING THE STORY KERNEL- PART I -Does
this sound familiar?All of a sudden, as you’re driving to work, dropping off your kids at school, or
drifting off to sleep, a miracle occurs.Out of the blue, you’re struck by a burst of inspiration. You
discover an idea that appears rife with potential. It could yield an amazing screenplay or
novel.Naturally, when this happens, all you want to do is take this idea and run with it, right?
Completely understandable.With writing often compared to painful things—pulling teeth, spilling
blood, giving birth—no wonder you want to capitalize on the moment, and begin the process
when you’re filled with enthusiasm.While yielding to this inclination is understandable,
unfortunately, it can also be self-defeating.When you rush to outline a story or write a rough
draft, without thoroughly scrutinizing your idea, it’s possible that you could produce a gripping
tale that will enthrall audiences and solidify your writing career.Possible, but not likely.More often
than not, one of two things will happen. About a third of the way into your story, you’ll hit a wall.
You won’t finish it.Not because you lack talent or willpower, but because your story idea is
fundamentally flawed. It doesn’t have enough substance, or meat, to it; it can’t support a full-
length screenplay or novel.Alternatively, when you take your idea and run with it, you may hit a
few blocks, but not enough to derail you completely. You do produce a full-length final
draft.Trouble is, no one wants to read it.Again, your idea is fundamentally flawed. Even if
executed perfectly, it simply isn’t interesting enough to capture anyone’s attention.Either
outcome amounts to a lot of heartache—and wasted hours—for you.Happily, it’s very easy to
protect yourself from this anguish. All you need to do is resist the urge to run with your idea.
Instead, take a little time to develop it first.This is what I call popping the story kernel. Doing so
will help you assess whether your idea is worthwhile to pursue, so you don’t waste your time
writing thousands of words that go nowhere. For this reason, it’s a step you should take whether
or not you embrace iterative outlining (or, for that matter, whether you even engage in outlining at
all).As a practical issue (assuming you do embrace iterative outlining), popping the story kernel
is the only way to generate a starter outline of value, one you can actually get mileage out of. You
can’t really plot your story in advance unless you first have some understanding of what it’s
about.In practice, popping the story kernel entails teasing out six components that are shared by
all compelling stories, components that you want to have in place before you devote weeks,
months—perhaps a year or more—to your rough draft.Here they
are:protagonistgoalantagoniststakesgenrehookWe’ll explore each of these in the following
chapters. But before we begin, a quick disclaimer: you’ll notice that theme is missing from this



list.Don’t get me wrong. Theme is important and powerful. More than anything else, it’s
instrumental in giving your story the kind of longevity that lasts even beyond your lifetime. In fact,
as you’ll see in chapter 2, you may derive your protagonist and his goal from your story’s
theme.Even so, in order to assess whether your idea is compelling enough to first attract—and
then captivate a decent-sized audience—it’s not imperative to know the theme of your story
beforehand.With this disclaimer out of the way, let’s get poppin’!Getting Started via the Story
Kernel- chapter one -Before you can pop your story kernel, you’ve got to isolate it. To do that, it
helps to understand what it is. So let’s get back to basics.Typically, when you’re struck by a burst
of inspiration, a lot of bits and pieces come with it. I call these story seeds. They can be an
unusual circumstance, a character name or trait, a particular image, a killer action stunt, or
various lines of dialogue.Everything and anything.Of these seeds, one tends to encompass the
others. You sense its importance immediately. This is the story kernel. It usually involves one of
three things:an intriguing situation (a bomb is on a bus, and it will explode if the bus goes below
50 mph, as in Speed)a character with protagonist potential (a reclusive man is so obsessive-
compulsive, he uses a fresh bar of soap every time he washes his hands, as in As Good As It
Gets)a theme that you relate to (you want to explore what it means to be a winner, as in Little
Miss Sunshine)To build a full-fledged outline, you’ll expand upon this story kernel—and only the
story kernel.That’s it.The remaining story seeds should be set aside.Right now, you might be
recoiling at this suggestion. Ignore your awesome riff on Star Wars? The scene where the hero
spills his heart out to the heroine? The cool stunt with the decoy moving van?I can understand
your reluctance. It’s easy to become attached to story seeds because you associate them with
good times, when your ideas flowed effortlessly, when there wasn’t such a thing as a blank page
because you were furiously—joyously—filling it up with possibilities.Plus, since story seeds are
part and parcel of your original burst of inspiration, it seems almost wrong to omit them.But you
have to let go.See, as wonderful as that burst of inspiration is, it only gives you an inkling of what
your story is going to be like. You still don’t know what kind of story you’re trying to tell.Not yet,
not without further exploration.Even if you think you do, at this stage, you probably don’t. Over
the course of outlining your story, it’s going to change, grow, evolve. It’s not going to be quite the
same beast you originally conceived of. Consequently, your original story seeds may no longer
be right for your screenplay or novel.Just because they were there, at the beginning, when you
first launched your project, doesn’t automatically mean they should stay. They have to earn their
keep.If you give them automatic admittance, and try to shoehorn them into your outline as you’re
building it, you’ll wind up with an incoherent, uneven story that pleases no one.Once you’ve
finished your outline, however, it’s a different matter altogether. Enough time has passed for you
to gain some distance and overcome your initial attachment to your story seeds.You’ll have a
clearer understanding of what kind of story you want to tell, and you’ll be in a better position to
evaluate whether your story seeds should be incorporated into your draft, and how to
accomplish this without undue contrivance.When you conduct your assessment, you’ll probably
discover that you’ve already included a few story seeds in your outline because they came to



you, unbidden, during the development process (which, you’ll notice, is a lot different than
forcefully crowbarring them in).With other story seeds, you’ll realize that they don’t belong in
your story. At least, not directly. Their real value lies in a more indirect application: problem
solving.Oftentimes, when you’ve identified problem spots in your outline (especially in the third
act), returning to your story seeds will initiate a brainstorming session that will lead you to the
perfect solution.The basic takeaway here is this: the story seeds produced by your initial burst of
inspiration may not belong in your story at all. But in crunch times, re-examining them can lead
you to what does belong, which is why they’re a real lifesaver and worth holding on to.Actually,
this principle—of using old possibilities to generate new, more viable ones—is at the heart of
iterative outlining. It will crop up several times throughout this book!** Action Step(s) **(1) Isolate
your story kernel.When you’re struck by a burst of inspiration, jot down all of the ideas that
ensue. Isolate the story kernel—situation, character, or theme—and then put away your
remaining story seeds. Don’t refer to them again until you’ve finished your outline.If you’re
working from a preexisting (perhaps abandoned) project, first give yourself permission to start
fresh, with a clean slate. A simple step, but a critical one.Then, isolate the story kernel.
Depending on how much work you’ve already done, you might have all three types: situation,
character, and theme. That’s fine. Treat everything else as part of your “seed bank.”Getting
Started via the Story Kernel- chapter one -Before you can pop your story kernel, you’ve got to
isolate it. To do that, it helps to understand what it is. So let’s get back to basics.Typically, when
you’re struck by a burst of inspiration, a lot of bits and pieces come with it. I call these story
seeds. They can be an unusual circumstance, a character name or trait, a particular image, a
killer action stunt, or various lines of dialogue.Everything and anything.Of these seeds, one
tends to encompass the others. You sense its importance immediately. This is the story kernel. It
usually involves one of three things:an intriguing situation (a bomb is on a bus, and it will explode
if the bus goes below 50 mph, as in Speed)a character with protagonist potential (a reclusive
man is so obsessive-compulsive, he uses a fresh bar of soap every time he washes his hands,
as in As Good As It Gets)a theme that you relate to (you want to explore what it means to be a
winner, as in Little Miss Sunshine)To build a full-fledged outline, you’ll expand upon this story
kernel—and only the story kernel.That’s it.The remaining story seeds should be set aside.Right
now, you might be recoiling at this suggestion. Ignore your awesome riff on Star Wars? The
scene where the hero spills his heart out to the heroine? The cool stunt with the decoy moving
van?I can understand your reluctance. It’s easy to become attached to story seeds because you
associate them with good times, when your ideas flowed effortlessly, when there wasn’t such a
thing as a blank page because you were furiously—joyously—filling it up with possibilities.Plus,
since story seeds are part and parcel of your original burst of inspiration, it seems almost wrong
to omit them.But you have to let go.See, as wonderful as that burst of inspiration is, it only gives
you an inkling of what your story is going to be like. You still don’t know what kind of story you’re
trying to tell.Not yet, not without further exploration.Even if you think you do, at this stage, you
probably don’t. Over the course of outlining your story, it’s going to change, grow, evolve. It’s not



going to be quite the same beast you originally conceived of. Consequently, your original story
seeds may no longer be right for your screenplay or novel.Just because they were there, at the
beginning, when you first launched your project, doesn’t automatically mean they should stay.
They have to earn their keep.If you give them automatic admittance, and try to shoehorn them
into your outline as you’re building it, you’ll wind up with an incoherent, uneven story that pleases
no one.Once you’ve finished your outline, however, it’s a different matter altogether. Enough time
has passed for you to gain some distance and overcome your initial attachment to your story
seeds.You’ll have a clearer understanding of what kind of story you want to tell, and you’ll be in a
better position to evaluate whether your story seeds should be incorporated into your draft, and
how to accomplish this without undue contrivance.When you conduct your assessment, you’ll
probably discover that you’ve already included a few story seeds in your outline because they
came to you, unbidden, during the development process (which, you’ll notice, is a lot different
than forcefully crowbarring them in).With other story seeds, you’ll realize that they don’t belong
in your story. At least, not directly. Their real value lies in a more indirect application: problem
solving.Oftentimes, when you’ve identified problem spots in your outline (especially in the third
act), returning to your story seeds will initiate a brainstorming session that will lead you to the
perfect solution.The basic takeaway here is this: the story seeds produced by your initial burst of
inspiration may not belong in your story at all. But in crunch times, re-examining them can lead
you to what does belong, which is why they’re a real lifesaver and worth holding on to.Actually,
this principle—of using old possibilities to generate new, more viable ones—is at the heart of
iterative outlining. It will crop up several times throughout this book!** Action Step(s) **(1) Isolate
your story kernel.When you’re struck by a burst of inspiration, jot down all of the ideas that
ensue. Isolate the story kernel—situation, character, or theme—and then put away your
remaining story seeds. Don’t refer to them again until you’ve finished your outline.If you’re
working from a preexisting (perhaps abandoned) project, first give yourself permission to start
fresh, with a clean slate. A simple step, but a critical one.Then, isolate the story kernel.
Depending on how much work you’ve already done, you might have all three types: situation,
character, and theme. That’s fine. Treat everything else as part of your “seed bank.”Shaping
Audience Experience via SMART Goals and the Protagonist- chapter two -All right, you have
your story kernel. Now it’s time to connect it to a clear, overarching goal.This is not a “sexy” task,
like creating character backstories or blocking out fight scenes.You may consider it grunt work,
especially if you’re dazzled by the cleverness, inventiveness, or resonance of your story kernel.
(The bus can’t go below 50 mph! My protagonist unwraps a new bar of soap every time he
washes his hands. Every time!)But you can’t get sidetracked by your story kernel. You can’t yield
to the temptation of taking your idea and running with it. As mundane as the task may feel, you
must first establish a goal for your protagonist. Why? Three reasons, mainly.First, the actions
your protagonist takes to achieve his goal will form the building blocks of your plot, and hence,
determine a significant portion of its structure. Without a clear protagonist goal, the plot and
structure of your story are unlikely to be sound. Your screenplay or novel will lack narrative drive,



which brings me to reason #2.When your protagonist pursues his goal with single-minded
intensity, audience attention is, likewise, likely to remain focused. Conversely, if your protagonist
pursues vague or multiple goals, audience attention is likely to dissipate…until it vanishes
altogether. Having lost interest, audiences will abandon your story and pick up another
screenplay or novel in their TBR pile.Finally, and perhaps most important, a well-chosen goal
gives audiences something to root for. You can’t say the same for a situation (as intriguing as it
seems), an aimless character (as interesting as he is), or theme (no matter how evocative). To
sum it up, in conjunction with stakes and likeability, your protagonist’s goal determines how
emotionally invested audiences are going to be.We’ll briefly discuss stakes later on, in chapter 4.
But for now, let’s keep our eyes on one particular prize: your protagonist’s goal.Not every goal
will produce the three benefits we just talked about. To ensure that yours has the potential to
yield such benefits, consider borrowing a technique from project management.Make your goal a
SMART one.Each letter of the acronym stands for an attribute which, having been established
beforehand, makes it more likely that an employee (or a team of them) will accomplish the goal
in the first place.If we adapt this technique for our purposes, a SMART goal for your protagonist
would be:S – Specific (it’s concrete, not amorphous or abstract)M – Measureable (it has a clear
indicator of success or failure)A – Actionable (even a brief description immediately conjures up a
few of the action steps needed to accomplish it)R – Realistic (it’s credible for your protagonist to
achieve it)T – Time-bound (it must be accomplished by a certain deadline)More details on
creating a SMART goal for your protagonist—as well as on creating the protagonist himself—
can be found in the next section!Shaping Audience Experience via SMART Goals and the
Protagonist- chapter two -All right, you have your story kernel. Now it’s time to connect it to a
clear, overarching goal.This is not a “sexy” task, like creating character backstories or blocking
out fight scenes.You may consider it grunt work, especially if you’re dazzled by the cleverness,
inventiveness, or resonance of your story kernel. (The bus can’t go below 50 mph! My
protagonist unwraps a new bar of soap every time he washes his hands. Every time!)But you
can’t get sidetracked by your story kernel. You can’t yield to the temptation of taking your idea
and running with it. As mundane as the task may feel, you must first establish a goal for your
protagonist. Why? Three reasons, mainly.First, the actions your protagonist takes to achieve his
goal will form the building blocks of your plot, and hence, determine a significant portion of its
structure. Without a clear protagonist goal, the plot and structure of your story are unlikely to be
sound. Your screenplay or novel will lack narrative drive, which brings me to reason #2.When
your protagonist pursues his goal with single-minded intensity, audience attention is, likewise,
likely to remain focused. Conversely, if your protagonist pursues vague or multiple goals,
audience attention is likely to dissipate…until it vanishes altogether. Having lost interest,
audiences will abandon your story and pick up another screenplay or novel in their TBR
pile.Finally, and perhaps most important, a well-chosen goal gives audiences something to root
for. You can’t say the same for a situation (as intriguing as it seems), an aimless character (as
interesting as he is), or theme (no matter how evocative). To sum it up, in conjunction with stakes



and likeability, your protagonist’s goal determines how emotionally invested audiences are going
to be.We’ll briefly discuss stakes later on, in chapter 4. But for now, let’s keep our eyes on one
particular prize: your protagonist’s goal.Not every goal will produce the three benefits we just
talked about. To ensure that yours has the potential to yield such benefits, consider borrowing a
technique from project management.Make your goal a SMART one.Each letter of the acronym
stands for an attribute which, having been established beforehand, makes it more likely that an
employee (or a team of them) will accomplish the goal in the first place.If we adapt this
technique for our purposes, a SMART goal for your protagonist would be:S – Specific (it’s
concrete, not amorphous or abstract)M – Measureable (it has a clear indicator of success or
failure)A – Actionable (even a brief description immediately conjures up a few of the action steps
needed to accomplish it)R – Realistic (it’s credible for your protagonist to achieve it)T – Time-
bound (it must be accomplished by a certain deadline)More details on creating a SMART goal
for your protagonist—as well as on creating the protagonist himself—can be found in the next
section!Reverse Engineering SMART GoalsWhew. That was a lot to digest in a short period of
time.If you’re feeling a bit lost, don’t worry. In this section, we’ll examine how to reverse engineer
a SMART goal from each type of story kernel:situationcharacterthemeReverse Engineering
SMART GoalsWhew. That was a lot to digest in a short period of time.If you’re feeling a bit lost,
don’t worry. In this section, we’ll examine how to reverse engineer a SMART goal from each type
of story kernel:situationcharactertheme
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Fossil, “A solid introduction on outlining but incomplete without the other books in the series.
There are many books on outlining, but this is one of the better ones. There are clear
explanations of what to do, how it can help you, and why it matters. The explanations of why are
very useful in being able to understand how to properly use (or adapt for use) the methods in
this book.Outlining seems a simple idea on the surface, but executing it well is very difficult, at
least for me. Even though I've read many other outlining guides, this was still worth the price of
admission.Unfortunately, you won't get the full value out of this book unless you buy the other
books in the series from the same author, particularly "Solid Story Compass". At times, the way
the author puffs up his other books (or his website) can be a bit intrusive, and he does tend to
waste space telling you how awesome what he's about to tell you is - really, I could have done
without that. It would be better if he let people decide for themselves instead of putting on the
hard-sell.If you were to buy only one book from the series, buy "Solid Story Compass", and not
this one. There are many other good books on outlining, but the story compass book offers an
unconventional perspective, and is useful no matter how you write, and no matter how long or
short your story.In my opinion, the author has material for one really good book; it would have
been great as a whole. But instead it's split into three for marketing and commercial purposes.
This isn't a terrible thing, it's a sensible compromise, but from the reader's perspective it's not
the ideal. On the plus side, it means you can buy one and try. On the downside, it leads to
information being split up in a way that isn't always natural or convenient.”

Anna van D., “Indispensable!. I think I have at least a dozen books on my Writing shelf
exclusively on story structure, including such gems as the books by K.M. Weiland, Larry Brooks
and James Scott Bell. Between the three of them, they tell you just about everything a writer
needs to know about story structure. There's only one thing they don't tell you: how to actually
plan a story around it. Knowing what should go into a well-plotted novel is one thing, but using
this knowledge to **shape your own story** into publishable material is a totally different skill.
And this is exactly what H.R. D'Costa teaches you to do.The book targets novelists and script
writers alike. If ever you felt stuck with writing a logline, this book walks you through the process,
making it a breeze. If ever you asked yourself where exactly your Act 1 break should go - your
answer is in this book (and it's not where you thought it should be!). It's packed with small but
immensely important discoveries like these - and D'Costa doesn't just tell you what they are and
how to use them, but actually guides you through the process of applying them to your story!
Another important thing, this book really motivates you to dig into your story deeper and deeper.
As of writing this review, I've only read it once - all the while applying its principles to my current
WIP which resulted in turning its admittedly messy "plot" into a convincing and coherent story.
Still, I'm under the impression that I haven't even scratched the surface yet. This book is a true
mine of hands-on information on exactly how to plot out a story.An incredibly valuable resource, i



just can't recommend it enough.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Get unstuck. So, you know how sometimes you get a character or an
idea for a story without much else? Or you get a half-baked premise and start your story only to
hit a brick wall of the second act?Well, look no further. I got that first outline with all major plot
points in place with this book.Many books on plotting say the same thing-structure is important
and here are the plot points, make sure you have some of that. But this book actually shows how
you can create that outline, how to make it logical, how to make it work and even make it better.I
don’t have enough words to express my gratitude here. I had a wobbly idea that became a great
starter outline after this book.”

Reading Maven, “I've read a lot of plotting books. This one's the best.. I'm a little obsessed with
plotting. I like to think of my scene outline as my first draft because it's easier to revise an outline
than to revise 75k words. I've read a lot of plotting books. Sizzling Story Outlines by D'Costa is
one of the two I keep going back to when it's time to outline. (The other one is Save the Cat by
Snyder.)”

SA Combs, “Who In The World Is H. R. D'Costa?. The info is of value and should help most
people looking for help writing a solid outline.My big beef is WHO IS H. R. D'Costa? After
searching the the internet I only found one small blurb on kobowritinglife.com in which we learn,
and I quote, "Robert Redford once called H.R. D’Costa “a bionic woman.” (Not in a writing
capacity, but still pretty cool.)." So we can assume H. R. is a woman and she's handy—at least
around Robert Redford. What I want before I purchase another book from her is her credentials.
Is that too much to ask from someone who is an authority on the subject?”

Rox, “Useful. First half is useful and I learnt something. Swcond half was a bit confusing so I
didn't focus as much. Overall, I will practice what I learnt and see if it makes a difference.”

Kevin Furlin, “This is one you need to read!. Best book on story structure and outlining that I've
read. As good as some other books were, none translated into DOING as well as this one did.
It's one thing to know all the parts of a story but where do you start? Which part do you build
first? Which one next? This book gave me a sequence that works for me. Since reading this
book (about a month ago) my ability to put stories together has really improved. In fact, plotting
out a story now is fun whereas before it was mostly just frustrating. Highly recommended!”

Fidel, “One Of The Best Outlining Books There Is. I've read tons and tons of scriptwriting books.
This one actually gave birth to a system that I've used with great effect and have introduced to
the rest of my writer friends. He doesn't say anything new. No. The principles of writing have
always been the same. And he respects them. But what I truly admire is D'Costa's respect for a
sytematic, deliberate, controlled approach to things. If that aligns with your personality, then this



book will probably find a permanent place in your process.”

Jolyon Tuck, “Encourages you to think of your novel as a film.. I really liked this approach to
structuring a story. It's all very light and fluffy to read, and has really made me stop and think
about my plotting. I wasn't really convinced by the method advocated for walking around trying to
plot things, but then found a whole strand of a story come together when I threw myself into
giving this approach a try. I am a convert.”

Lily Mulholland, “The first two thirds are worth your investment. For new writers like me the first
two thirds of this book are great as an adjunct to other books on genre and story. I’d recommend
you read this in conjunction with Save the Cat and the relent movies/novel companion guide.
Sizzling Story Outlines helps you understand what your plot points and bears need to be in the
context of the story you want to tell. Matched to one of Snyder’s story archetypes, you’ll be well
on your way to getting your structure right and your first draft pumping.The last third of this book
is devoted to what the author calls the walkenwrite method, which is a brainstorming
methodology the author swears by but won’t work for all.While I wasn’t enamoured with this
section, I do recommend this book for those writers seeking to nail story structure.”

Jenifer, “Início ótimo de um curso sobre estrutura de ficção. Amo esta série, tenho todos os
livros em ebook e também em paperback. Os três livros são um curso completo avançado
sobre estrutura de ficção, este primeiro livro traz as bases pra se entender e utilizar outline -
este é o princípio, com os próximos livros você vai criando mais camadas de complexidade em
cima da estrutura da história. Enfim, eu acho perfeito e gostaria que tivesse uma versão em
português também, mas até lá pra quem lê em inglês está mais que perfeito pra quem gosta de
técnicas e teorias. Há muitos exemplos e exercícios para aplicar e tanto escrever como editar a
sua história. Indico dar uma olhada nos próximos dois livros também, o segundo livro e o
terceiro beneficiam muito a edição de um manuscrito já escrito, mas todos servem para criar um
outline, escrever ou editar.”

rachelle cooke, “Best outlining book I've read, and I've read heaps.. I have so many writing
books. On plotting, voice, stakes, riveting fiction and H.R D'Costa quite literally knocks the socks
off the others.What you'll find in here is an in-depth multifaceted tools to create deep, gripping
novels.This book, along with Story Stakes is all you need to set up an incredible story.Thank you
so much H.R, you are my champion. Thanks for helping me sift through my ideas and really
hash out what I've been trying to for the past six months but couldn't get down properly.”

R.M.Campbell, “clear and easy to follow. Don't know if it will help yet but it was clearly and simply
written .well referenced and indexed as well”

The book by Hugh Thomas has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 71 people have provided feedback.
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